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Abstrat
We disuss the orrelations of harming penguin ontributions to B → pipi, piK and KK using
approximate avor SU(3) symmetry. Strong onstraints are found from the diret CP asymmetries
espeially in piK modes. We make a global t to the latest data and nd that only a small harming
penguin is allowed, and the size of olor-suppressed tree amplitude (C) relative to tree amplitudes
(T ) remains large C/T ≃ 0.6, whih disfavors the possibility of a large harming penguin as an
explanation for the pipi puzzle. We show that a small harming penguin an still have sizable eet
in the time-dependene CP asymmetries in KK mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the suessful running of the two B fatories, the B physis has entered a preision
era. Although the urrent data of hadroni B deays has show an overall agreement with
the Standard Model (SM), there are a number of modes with unexpeted deay rates and
CP asymmetries, whih are often referred to as puzzles. One of the puzzles in pipi modes is
a large averaged branhing ratio of pi0pi0 relative to pi+pi−, the urrent data read [1℄
Rpipi =
2Br(pi0pi0)
Br(pi+pi−)
= 0.51± 0.08 (1)
whih is signiantly larger than theoretial estimations. Another one in piK is the dierene
in two diret CP asymmetries
Acp(pi
+K−) = −0.097± 0.012 , ACP (pi0K−) = 0.050± 0.025, (2)
Both of the puzzles require a large olor-suppressed tree amplitudes in avor SU(3) topology,
whih is diult to obtain from short-distane ontributions. So far a satisfatory explana-
tion is not yet available. There are other potential puzzles regarding the branhing ratios
and time-dependent CP asymmetries in piK mode whih are relevant to the possibility of
new physis. In the present work, we fous on the former ones whih are more relevant to
the hadroni dynamis.
It was emphasized in literature that long-distane Final State Interations (FSIs) may
play important roles in these modes [2, 3, 4℄, suh as the inelasti resattering han-
nel B → DD(s) → pipi(K), KK at meson level. Topologially they are equivalent to
the harm-quark loops in the ontrations of loal operators Qc1 = (d¯c)V−A(c¯b)V−A and
Qc2 = (d¯αcβ)V−A(c¯βbα)V−A at quark level whih are referred to as harming penguins[5, 6, 7℄.
Experimentally Br(B → D+D−(s)) = [1.9 ± 0.6(65 ± 21)]× 10−4[8℄ are about 40(300) times
larger than that of B → pi+pi−(K−). As a onsequene, a tiny OZI violating DD → pipi
mixing may lead to signiant hanges in branhing ratios and CP asymmetries in pipi(piK)
modes [9, 10, 11℄. A large harming penguin with an appropriate strong phase may simul-
taneously suppress Br(pi+pi−) while enhane Br(pi0pi0), thus providing a solution to the pipi
puzzle.
The eets of harming loop have been disussed at both quark level and meson level. The
situation is not yet onlusive. Estimations based on pQCD[12℄ and QCD sum rules [13℄ favor
a small size. While in the framework of Soft Collinear Eetive Theory (SCET) the harming
penguin ould be large, depending on the jet funtion[14℄. The meson level alulations using
eetive Lagrangian for mesons favor a large harming penguin omparable to QCD penguin
in piK [15, 16, 17, 18℄. But the patterns in pipi data an not be well reprodued [17℄.
Note that a global analysis using approximate avor SU(3) symmetry for all the pipi, piK
and KK modes may provide a powerful onstraint on harming penguins. This is beause
the presene of harming penguin not only modies the individual deay amplitude but also
hanges the orrelations among them, whih has not been enough emphasized in previous
analysis. The orrelations are of partiular importane in distinguishing harming penguin
from QCD penguin. First, although the two type of amplitudes always appear together, in
∆S = 1 modes they are both nearly real, but in ∆S = 0 modes they dier by a phase angle
β of the unitarity triangle. The orrelations in the preditions of diret CP asymmetries are
hanged. Seond, the ∆S = 1, B → piK modes are penguin-dominant, whih onstrain the
absolute size of harming penguin together with QCD penguin, while the ∆S = 0, B → pipi
modes are tree-dominant and more sensitive to the tree-penguin interferene. A strong
onstraint omes when they are ombined together. Finally, the ∆S = 0, B → KK modes
provides a testing ground for the harming penguin. In the SM, the time-dependent CP
asymmetry S(KSKS) is nearly zero beause only QCD penguin ontributes. The presene of
harming penguin provides an additional amplitude with dierent weak and strong phases.
Thus a signiant deviation from zero is possible.
The present work is organized as follows. In setion II, we disuss the nontrivial orre-
lations aused by long-distane harming penguin using the QCD fatorization results for
short-distane ontributions. In setion III, we make a largely model-independent global
determination for the harming penguin using the latest data. The results show that a
small harming penguin is favored, whih an not play any signiant role in resolving the
pipi puzzle. But it an still signiantly aet the predition for S(KSKS). Some remarks
and onlusions are in setion IV.
II. CHARMING PENGUIN CONTRIBUTION TO INDIVIDUAL MODES
The simplest way to see the orrelated ontributions from harming penguins in dierent
modes is to x other hadroni amplitudes to their theoretial values. To this end, we
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deompose the whole deay amplitudes (A) into short-distane (ASD) and long-distane
(ASL) part A = ASD+ALD, and take the short-distane part from theoretial alulations.
The long-distane part is assumed to be dominated by harming penguins. The deay
amplitudes are related to the observable of deay branhing ratio and diret CP asymmetry
as follows
Br =
pcτB
16pim2B
(|A|2 + |A¯|2), acp = |A¯|
2 − |A|2
|A¯|2 + |A|2 , (3)
where pc is the momentum of nal state meson in the B meson rest frame and τB =
1.530(1.638) × 10−12s [8℄ is the neutral (harged) B meson life-time. The time dependent
CP asymmetry is
acp(t) =
Γ(B¯0 → fCP )− Γ(B0 → fCP )
Γ(B¯0 → fCP ) + Γ(B0 → fCP )
= S · sin(∆mB · t)− C · cos(∆mB · t). (4)
The denition of quantities S and C are given by
S = Im
(
q
p
A¯
A
)
, C =
|A|2 − |A¯|2
|A¯|2 + |A|2 = −acp, (5)
where (q/p) = e−2iβ in the SM with β one of the anlges of the unitarity triangle (UT). In
what follows we take the CKM matrix elements Vub and Vcb from the global CKM ts[19℄
Vub = (3.57± 0.17)× 10−3, Vcb = 0.0405+0.0032−0.0029. (6)
To x the prole of the UT we also use the best tted value of [19℄
γ = 1.170+0.048
−0.079, (7)
whih orresponds to a best tted β = 0.379± 0.017.
Reently the theoretial alulations for hadroni matrix elements have been improved
to next to leading α2s order (NLO) in the framework of QCD fatorization for spetator
saterings [20, 21, 22, 23℄ and in perturbative QCD (pQCD) [12, 24℄. In QCD fatorization
approah, the hard spetator sattering eets an lift a anellation between leading term
and vertex orretions, resulting in a signiant enhanement in the eetive oeient
α2(pipi) by a fator of ∼ 3 and improve the agreement with the data. Nevertheless generating
a large enough spetator sattering eets still require tuning of input parameters and the
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latest alulation still favor a Br(pi0pi0) lower than the urrent data [21℄. It remains to be
seen if there is futher enhanement from NNLO alulations [25, 26℄. Note that in the pQCD
approah, although the NLO results improve the preditions for the diret CP asymmetries
in piK modes, there is no signiant enhanement found in pi0pi0.
The whole harmless B deay amplitudes an be desribed by a set of avor topologial
quark avor ow diagrams [27, 28, 29, 30, 31℄. In this approah the deay amplitudes are
expressed in terms of diagrams suh as tree (T ), olor-suppressed tree (C), QCD penguin
(P and Ptu), eletroweak penguin (PEW ,), olor-suppressed eletroweak penguin (P
C
EW ) et.
In the presene of harming penguin ( denoted by D for DD¯ intermediate states ), the deay
amplitudes for pipi modes are given by
−A¯(pi+pi−) = λu(T + E − Ptu − PA − 2
3
PEW )− λc(P −D + PA + 2
3
PCEW ),
−A¯(pi0pi0) = 1√
2
[λu(C −E + Ptu + PA − PEW − 1
3
PCEW ) + λc(P −D + PA − PEW −
1
3
PCEW )],
−A¯(pi0pi−) = 1√
2
[λu(T + C − PEW − PCEW )− λc(PEW + PCEW )]. (8)
The CKM fators are dened as λ
(s)
q = V ∗qd(s)Vqb. In general, the QCD penguin has three
part λuPu + λcPc+ λtPt, whih is reombined as Ptu ≡ Pt−Pu and P ≡ Ptc ≡ Pt−Pc. The
amplitudes T, C and P et an be alulated and the typial values (in units of 104eV) from
QCD fatorization are
T = Apipia1,pipi ≃ 0.89− 0.02i,
C = Apipia2,pipi ≃ 0.24− 0.02i,
Ptu = −Apipi(au4,pipi + rpiχau6,pipi) ≃ 0.076 + 0.029i,
P = −Apipi(ac4,pipi + rpiχac6,pipi) ≃ 0.084 + 0.015i, (9)
where Apipi = GFfpiF
B→pi
0 (m
2
B − m2pi)/
√
2. The numerial values in the above expressions
are in aordane with the entral values of NLO eetive oeients in QCD fatorization
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approah [21℄
α1,pipi = 0.975
+0.034
−0.072 + (−0.017+0.022−0.051)i,
α2,pipi = 0.275
+0.228
−0.135 + (−0.024+0.115−0.081)i,
αu4,pipi = −0.024+0.004−0.002 + (−0.012+0.003−0.002)i,
αc4,pipi = −0.028+0.005−0.003 + (−0.006+0.003−0.002)i,
rpiχα
u
6,pipi = −0.060+0.001−0.017 + (−0.020+0.005−0.006)i,
rpiχα
c
6,pipi = −0.065+0.012−0.019 + (−0.010+0.004−0.004)i. (10)
The short-distane alulations suggest a t−quark dominane in QCD penguin suh that
Ptu ≃ P , and tiny annihilation type diagrams E,A and PA whih are power suppressed.
A. pipi modes
We begin with a re-examination of pipi puzzle in the presene of harming penguin D. In
the limit of T, C ≫ P,D, the ratio Rpipi an be expanded as follows
Rpipi ≃ C
2
T 2
[
1 + 2 (1− ω cos γ)
(
P
T
cos(δT − δP ) + P
C
cos(δC − δP )
)
+ 2ωrD
(
P
T
cos(δT − δD) + P
C
cos(δC − δD)
)
cos γ
]
(11)
where ω = |λc/λu| ≃ 2.73, and rD ≡ D/P is the size of harming penguin relative to QCD
penguin. It is evident that the harming penguin has opposite ontributions to pi+pi− and
pi0pi0 modes. In order to enhane Rpipi one needs cos(δC − δD) > 0 and a large rD. In Fig.
1 we plot the ratio Rpipi as a funtion of rD with dierent strong phases. In the numerial
alulations we use the full expressions for deay rates and CP asymmetries.
It is shown in the gure that for a typially small strong phase δD = 30
◦
, a large 2 ≤ rD ≤
2.5 is needed to meet data of Rpipi. For large strong phase δD > 90
◦
, an even larger rD > 3
is required. This onrms previous phenomenologial studies in favor of large harming
penguin. The diret CP asymmetri measurements provide dierent onstraints. In the
limit T, C ≫ P,D, the diret CP asymmetries are approximated by
acp(pi
+pi−) ≃ 2ωP
T
(sin(δT − δP )− rD sin(δT − δD)) sin γ,
acp(pi
0pi0) ≃ −2ωP
C
(sin(δC − δP )− rD sin(δC − δD)) sin γ. (12)
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Figure 1: The ratio Rpipi as funtion of harming penguin. Four urves orresponds to the strong
phase δD = 30
◦
(solid), 60◦(dashed), 90◦(dotted) and 120◦(dot-dashed) respetively. Other param-
eters are default in QCD fatorization estimations.
Similar to the pipi deay rates, the harming penguin ontributions to the diret CP asym-
metries are again opposite. Sine δT and δC are small, roughly speaking for 0 ≤ δD ≤ 180◦,
it enhanes acp(pi
+pi−) while suppresses acp(pi
0pi0) to negative values. The numerial results
are shown in Fig.2.
For small phase δD = 30
◦
, the urrent data of acp(pi
+pi−) restrits the size of rD to be
1.5 < rD < 2. Note that there is still a signiant dierene between two B fatories on the
measurement of acp(pi
+pi−)[32, 33℄
acp(pi
+pi−) = 0.21± 0.09± 0.02(Babar)
= 0.55± 0.08± 0.05(Belle) (13)
The Babar measurement favors a smaller acp(pi
+pi−) and the onstraints on rD is stronger.
Note that the onstraints on the size of rD and the strong phase δD from the acp(pi
0pi0) and
Rpipi are opposite. The preliminary data although with large unertainty are in favor of a
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Figure 2: acp(pi
+pi−) and acp(pi
0pi0) as funtion of D. Four urves orresponds to the strong phase
δD = 30
◦
(solid), 60◦(dashed), 90◦(dotted) and 120◦(dot-dashed) respetively. Other parameters
are default in QCD fatorization estimations.
positive acp(pi
0pi0), whih disfavor any large value of rD with δD in the range (0, pi).
A more signiant rD dependene an be seen in the time-dependent CP asymmetries
whih are approximated by
S(pi+pi−) ≃ − sin 2(β + γ) + 2ωP
T
(cos(δP − δT )− rD cos(δD − δT )) sin γ cos 2(β + γ),
S(pi0pi0) ≃ − sin 2(β + γ)− 2ωP
C
(cos(δP − δC)− rD cos(δD − δC)) sin γ cos 2(β + γ). (14)
Sine the urrent global CKM tting give a β+γ lose to pi/2, the leading term is suppressed
for both pi+pi− and pi0pi0, whih signiantly enhanes the harming penguin eets. As
shown in Fig.3, for δD ≤ 60◦ the data of S(pi+pi−) exlude the possibility of harm penguin
sine the short distane ontribution is already above the experiments. The data of S(pi+pi−)
favors a larger strong phase δD. The harming penguin ontribution an be either positive
and negative, depending on cos(δD − δT ). Note that in pi0pi0 mode the harming penguin
ontribution is proportional to P/C muh larger than that in pi+pi− whih is proportional to
P/T . Thus S(pi0pi0) has the strongest harming penguin dependene, whih an be learly
seen from Fig.3. For δD = 30
◦
and rD = 1, the value of S(pi
0pi0) an be redued to around
zero. The future preision measurement of S(pi0pi0) will provide a very strong onstraint on
rD.
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Figure 3: S(pi+pi−) and S(pi0pi0) as funtion of rD. Four urves orresponds to the strong phase
δD = 30
◦
(solid), 60◦(dashed), 90◦(dotted) and 120◦(dot-dashed) respetively. Other parameters
are default in QCD fatorization estimations.
B. piK modes
We proess to disuss the piK modes. The diagrammati amplitudes for piK modes are
given by
−A¯(pi+K−) = λsu(T − Ptu −
2
3
PEW )− λsc(P −D +
2
3
PCEW )
−A¯(pi0K¯0) = 1√
2
[λsu(C + Ptu − PEW −
1
3
PCEW ) + λ
s
c(P −D − PEW −
1
3
PCEW )]
A¯(pi−K¯0) = λsu(A− Ptu +
1
3
PCEW )− λsc(P −D −
1
3
PCEW )
−A¯(pi0K−) = 1√
2
[λu(T + C + A− Ptu − PEW − 2
3
PCEW )− λc(P −D + PEW +
2
3
PCEW )]
(15)
where the amplitudes T, C and P for piK modes an be obtained by replaing Apipi into ApiK .
The eletroweak penguin amplitude is alulated from the eetive oeients a7,piK and
a9,piK
PEW =
3
2
ApiK(a
c
7,piK − ac9,piK) ≃ (1.317 + 0.015i)× 10−2,
PEW,tu =
3
2
ApiK(a
c
7,piK − ac9,piK) ≃ (1.315− 0.014i)× 10−2 (16)
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whih orresponds to the eetive oeients[21℄
au7,piK = 0.058
+0.024
−0.017 + (0.015
+0.010
−0.006)i , a
c
7,piK = 0.010
+0.011
−0.017 + (0.000
+0.003
−0.006)i,
au9,piK = −0.819+0.080−0.042 + (0.029+0.053−0.023)i , ac9,piK = −0.868+0.058−0.026 + (0.015+0.043−0.018)i. (17)
One sees again that the t−quark dominane leads to PEW ≃ PEW,tu. In what follows we
neglet teh subleading olor-suppressed diagram PCEW . In piK modes one an dene the
following two ratios for neutral and harged modes [1℄
Rn =
Br(pi+K−)
2Br(pi0pi0)
= 0.98± 0.07, Rc = 2Br(pi
0K−)
Br(pi−K¯0)
= 1.12± 0.07. (18)
The penguin dominane leads to an estimation of Rn ≈ Rc ≈ 1. Due to a anelation in the
subleading term, Rn ≃ Rc holds to a high auray [34, 35℄. Although earlier data showed a
small Rn, whih is usually referred to as piK puzzle, the latest measurements show that this
puzzle has been signiantly redued. It is easy to see that the dominant harming penguin
ontributions anel out in both Rn and Rc and the remaining parts are suppressed by a
CKM fator ξ = |λsu/λsc| ≃ 0.02
Rn ≃ Rc ≃ 1− 2ξ
[
T
P
cos(δT − δP ) + C
P
cos(δC − δP )− T
P
rD cos(δT − δD)
−C
P
rD cos(δC − δD)
]
cos γ + 2
PEW
P
cos(δPEW − δP ). (19)
The previous global ts without harming penguin show a remarkable agreement between
theory and experiment in penguin amplitudes [36, 37, 38℄. The pure penguin mode suh
as pi−K¯0 onstrain strongly the absolute values of |PeiδP −DeiδD |. However, the harming
penguin an still be sizable when it arries large relative strong phase. In this ase, due to tiny
but nonzero weak phase dierene between D and P , unaeptably large CP asymmetries
an be indued when the harming penguin and QCD penguin are omparable in size. The
harming penguin ontributions to the diret CP asymmetries in the limit D ≪ P are given
by
aCP (pi
+K−) ≃ −2ξ T
P
[sin(δT − δP )− rD sin(δT − δD)] sin γ,
aCP (pi
0K¯0) ≃ 2ξC
P
[sin(δC − δP )− rD sin(δC − δD)] sin γ,
aCP (pi
−K¯0) ≃ 2ξrD sin(δD − δP ) sin γ,
aCP (pi
0K−) ≃ −2ξ T
P
[
sin(δT − δP ) + C
T
sin(δC − δP )− rD sin(δT − δD)
]
sin γ. (20)
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Numerial alulations for the diret CP asymmetries are given in g.4, whih shows that
when the value of P is xed by the QCD fatorization default value there is little room
for D exept for the unreasonable region D ≫ P . The strongest onstraint omes from
acp(pi
+K−), for δD = 30
◦
the allowed value of rD is very narrow around rD ≃ 0.7. Large rD
is only allowed for some speial settings suh as δD = 120
◦
. The data of acp(pi
0K−) imposes
a similar onstraint, for δD = 30
◦
the allowed rD is around 0.5. For other values of the
strong phase δD = 30
◦ ∼ 120◦ the allowed rD is even smaller around 0.3. For the other two
modes pi0K¯0 and pi−K¯0 the onstraints are muh weaker due to the weakened or vanishing
tree-penguin interferenes. The data only disfavor the value of rD ∼ 1. The orrelations
among the four modes an be learly seen from g.4. The harming penguin ontribution
in acp(pi
+K−) is opposite to those in acp(pi
0K¯0) and acp(pi
−K¯0) but similar to a(pi0K−). For
small δD and rD ∼ 1, acp(pi+K−) and a(pi0K−) reah their minimum, while acp(pi0K¯0) and
acp(pi
−K¯0) lose to their maximum.
Note that the harming penguin in ∆S = 1 modes are nearly CP onserving, the time-
dependent CP asymmetry for pi0KS remain unhanged for small rD
S(pi0KS) ≃ sin 2β + 2ξC
P
cos(δC − δP ) cos 2β sin γ (21)
This is due to the fat that the harming penguin ontribution anels in the ratio A¯/A at
the leading order.
C. KK modes
The deay amplitudes for KK modes are given by
A¯(K+K−) = −λu(E + PA)
A¯(K0K¯0) = −λu(Ptu − 1
3
PCEW )− λc(P −D −
1
3
PCEW )
A¯(K−K¯0) = λu(A− Ptu + 1
3
PCEW )− λc(P −D −
1
3
PCEW ) (22)
The K0K¯0 and K−K¯0 are pure ∆S = 0 penguin modes. The harming penguin ontribution
is similar to that of pi−K¯0 exept for the CKM fators. From the latest data, the QCD
penguin amplitudes an be extrated and found onsistent with that from pi−K¯0. Note that
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Figure 4: acp(pi
+K−), acp(pi
0K¯0), acp(pi
−K¯0) and acp(pi
0K−) as funtions of rD. Four urves
orresponds to the strong phase δD = 30
◦
(solid), 60◦(dashed), 90◦(dotted) and 120◦(dot-dashed)
respetively. Other parameters are default in QCD fatorization estimations.
in the SU(3) limit, the diret CP asymmetry of K0K¯0 is diretly linked to the pi−K¯0
aCP (K
0K¯0) ≃ −2 ωrD
ω2 − 2ω cos γ + 1 sin(δD − δP ) sin γ
≃ − ωrD
ξ(ω2 − 2ω cos γ + 1)aCP (pi
−K¯0) (23)
Note that the asymmetry is enhaned by a fator 1/ξ ≃ 50. From the urrent 1σ bound
aCP (pi
−K¯0) = 0.009 ± 0.025, aCP (K0K¯0) an easily reah to O(−0.5) for rD ∼ 0.5. A
stronger rD dependene an be found in the time-dependent CP asymmetry of KSKS. For
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Figure 5: acp(K
0K¯0) and S(KSKS) as funtion of rD. Four urves orresponds to the strong phase
δD = 30
◦
(solid), 60◦(dashed), 90◦(dotted) and 120◦(dot-dashed) respetively. Other parameters
are default in QCD fatorization estimations.
small rD the quantity S(KSKS) is nonzero
S(KSKS) ≃ 2ω√
ω2 − 2ω cos γ + 1rD cos(δD − δP ) sin β. (24)
For rD ∼ 0.5 and δD − δP ∼ 0◦, the CP asymmetry an reah to be S(KSKS) ∼0.5.
III. CONSTRAINING CHARMING PENGUINS FROM GLOBAL FIT
Let us go a step further for a model independent determination of harming penguin.
Sine the harming penguin and QCD penguin always ome together, distinguishing the
two relies on their dierent interferene with tree type diagrams T, C and the dierent
ontributions for ∆S = 0 and 1 modes. It also depends heavily on the preision of the
experimental data on CP asymmetries. To isolate SU(3) breaking and possible new physis
eets, we shall proeed in two steps: i) Fit only to ∆S = 0 modes inluding 11 available
data points in pipi and KK in SU(3) limit, whih is a minimal set to determine the seven
parameters T , C, δC , P , δP , D and δD. The data forK
+K− is exluded, beause it onstrains
only the annihilation diagram E. The subleading PEW is xed to T + C through the SM
relation from the isospin analysis [29, 39, 40℄. The advantages to use this data set are
that the ∆S = 0, b → d modes are expeted to have less SU(3) breaking and less aeted
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by possible new physis. The main disadvantage is that the auray is limited by fewer
data points. ii) Fits to both ∆S = 0 and 1 modes whih inludes 19 available data points
in pipi, KK and piK modes. Using the approximate SU(3) symmetry, the t auray is
greatly improved. The stability of the result is heked by t with dierent SU(3) breaking
shemes. As already mentioned, the potential puzzles in B → pipi and piK modes an be
divided into hadroni dynamis related and new physis related ones. Sine the urrent
data show a signiant redution of the piK puzzle in deay rates, the impliation of new
physis beyond the SM is mostly related to the low S(pi0KS) whih remains to be onrmed
by future experiments. We shall exlude this data point in the ts beause they have little
eets in determining the harming penguin and shall disuss it separately.
There already exists a number of global ts to harmless B deays using avor diagram-
mati methods [36, 41, 42, 43, 44℄ and avor SU(3) invariant amplitudes [45, 46, 47℄, whih
fous on using the data as an independent determination of the weak phases in the unitarity
triangle. A reent analysis [37℄ shows an essential agreement with the global CKM t results
on the prole of UT [19℄. Sine the purpose of the present work fouses on the harming
penguin indued FSI, we simply take the values of Vub , Vcb and the weak phase from the
global CKM t given in Eq.(6) and (7) as inputs to further redue the unertainties. In fat,
it was shown in ref.[36℄ that the resulting weak phase γ from a model independent global t
is onsistent with the standard model and insensitive to the various ases, suh as the new
physis eets in eletroweak penguin setor, the SU(3) avor symmetry breaking eets in
strong phase and the harming penguin eets. As a onvention, all the Brs are in units of
10−6 and the phase angles are in gradient and arranged in the range of (−pi,+pi).
A. Fit to pipi and KK modes
The t to pipi andKK deay modes are summarized in Fit.1a(b) in Tab.II. For omparison
purpose, we give in Fit.1a a determination of the leading diagrams without harming penguin
amplitude. The result is haraterized by a large C/T and also a slightly large P/T ompared
with short distane QCD fatorization desription
C
T
= 0.63± 0.09 , P
T
= 0.19± 0.02 (Fit.1a). (25)
14
modes Br(×10−6) aCP S
pi+pi− 5.16 ± 0.22 0.38 ± 0.07 −0.61± 0.08
pi0pi0 1.31 ± 0.21 0.48+0.32
−0.31
pi−pi0 5.59+0.41
−0.40 0.06 ± 0.05
pi+K− 19.4 ± 0.6 −0.097 ± 0.012
pi0K¯0(KS) 9.9 ± 0.6 −0.14 ± 0.11 (0.38 ± 0.19)
pi−K¯0 23.1 ± 1.0 0.009 ± 0.025
pi0K− 12.9 ± 0.6 0.050 ± 0.025
K+K− 0.07 ± 0.12
K0K¯0 0.96+0.21
−0.19 −0.58+0.73−0.66
K−K¯0 1.36+0.29
−0.27 0.12
+0.17
−0.18
Table I: Experimental data for harmless ∆S = 0 and ∆S = 1 B deay modes
In t.1b the harming penguin ontribution is swithed on. One sees that there is a signiant
redution of C/T ∼ 0.35 from the best tted entral values while P/T is further enhaned.
The size of D is found smaller than that of P
C
T
= 0.35± 0.16 , P
T
= 0.36± 0.19, rD = 0.63± 0.62 (Fit.1b). (26)
The best ts favor a onstrutive interferene between C and P whih is driven by the
large deay rate of pi0pi0. The interferene between P and D is largely destrutive, whih
ompensates the growth of P . Due to the limited degree of freedom, the inlusion of harming
penguin leads to large unertainties in all the tted parameters. The χ2min urve for D given
in Fig.6 shows a rather at dependene of χ2min, whih sets a 1σ upper bound of rD < 1.25.
For a meaningful determination of D, more preise data for penguin dominant piK and KK
modes are needed. The predition for the yet to be measured modes are
acp(pi
0pi0) = 0.29± 0.48 , S(pi0pi0) = 0.77± 0.58,
acp(K
0K¯0) = 0.08± 0.52 , S(KSKS) = 0.93± 0.44. (27)
The predited acp(K
0K¯0) is small but S(KSKS) is very large, whih follows from the best
tted δD− δP ≃ 0 and a large rD = 0.62. The unertainties in the preditions are also large.
15
parameter Fit 1a Fit 1b Fit 2a Fit 2b
T 0.652 ± 0.036 0.799+0.090
−0.151 0.649 ± 0.035 0.720 ± 0.111
C 0.408 ± 0.052 0.282+0.115
−0.071 0.467 ± 0.044 0.416+0.082−0.067
δC −0.774+0.250−0.212 −0.983+0.408−0.365 −1.096 ± 0.132 −1.189 ± 0.229
P 0.124 ± 0.010 0.290+0.065
−0.141 0.124 ± 0.006 0.201 ± 0.119
δP −0.450+0.097−0.111 −0.465 ± 0.115 −0.429 ± 0.052 −0.362 ± 0.116
PEW 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001
δPEW −0.294 ± 0.103 −0.241 ± 0.102 −0.448 ± 0.066 −0.416 ± 0.078
D 0(fixed) 0.182+0.080
−0.156 0(fixed) 0.078 ± 0.119
δD 0(fixed) −0.497+0.172−0.512 0(fixed) −0.307 ± 0.294
χ2/dof 4.4/6 3.8/4 15.7/12 15.2/10
Table II: Hadroni parameters determined from global t to the data. Fit.1a: t to pipi and KK
modes in SU(3) limit without harming penguin. Fit1b: the same as Fit.1a with harming penguin
inluded. Fit2a: t to pipi, piK and KK modes in SU(3) limit without harming penguin. Fit2b:
the same as Fit2a with harming penguin inluded.
B. Fit to pipi, KK and piK modes
A stronger onstraint an be obtained by inluding the piK modes using avor SU(3)
symmetry. The ∆S = 1 modes are penguin dominant, whih onstrains mostly the om-
bination P − D, and also their relative phase from diret CP asymmetries. Although the
urrent piK data only established the diret CP asymmetry in pi+K−, nontrivial bounds for
other modes are already obtained. The t with piK in SU(3) limit is listed in Tab.II (Fit
2). In the ase of no harming penguin (Fit.2a), one sees an even larger C/T ≃ 0.7 whih is
known to be driven by the piK CP puzzle, and the ratio P/T slightly redued
C
T
= 0.72± 0.08 , P
T
= 0.19± 0.01 (Fit.2a). (28)
Note that the inlusion of piK modes leads to a signiant redution of the unertainty.
The t inluding the harming penguin is given in Fit.2b. Unlike the previous ts, when
the piK modes are inluded, the ratio C/T remains large. The inlusion of harming penguin
only leads to a slight redution for C/T from ∼0.72 to ∼ 0.58, due to the lower value of rD
16
around 0.43 with an improved preision
C
T
= 0.58± 0.14 , P
T
= 0.28± 0.17, rD = 0.43+0.65−0.43 (Fit.2b). (29)
Compared with Fit.1a, the absolute size of D is redued from 0.18 to 0.078. With the
improved preision, the t result indiates stronger onstraint on rD. This an be seen from
the χ2 urve in Fig.6. The predition for the CP asymmetries in pi0pi0 and K0K¯0 modes are
acp(pi
0pi0) = 0.53± 0.15 , S(pi0pi0) = 0.73± 0.16,
acp(K
0K¯0) = −0.04± 0.22 , S(KSKS) = 0.46± 0.44. (30)
The redution of S(KSKS) is also related to the redued rD.
To hek the SU(3) breaking eets, in Tab.III we list the t results for two SU(3) breaking
sheme: one is for SU(3) breaking in T diagrams only (Fit.3), the other one is for SU(3)
breaking for both T and C (Fit.4). The SU(3) breaking fator is set to fK/fpi = 1.22 for
∆S = 1 modes. The obtained results show the value of rD is quite stable
C
T
= 0.58± 0.16 , P
T
= 0.29± 0.12, rD = 0.34+0.39−0.34 (Fit.3b)
C
T
= 0.57± 0.17 , P
T
= 0.29± 0.13, rD = 0.31+0.47−0.31 (Fit.4b) (31)
The orresponding χ2 urves are shown in Fig.6. The SU(3) breaking sheme in Fit.4b
gains the lowest χ2, in a good agreement with previous analysis [37℄ on SU(3) breaking. The
predition from Fit4.b are given by
acp(pi
0pi0) = 0.54± 0.25 , S(pi0pi0) = 0.74± 0.22
acp(K
0K¯0) = −0.02± 0.22 , S(KSKS) = 0.38± 0.19 (32)
Thus all the Fit.1-4 favor a small acp(K
0K¯0) ompatible with zero as a onsequene of
δD ≃ δP but a positive S(KSKS) = 0.3 ∼ 0.4. This kind of pattern is unique for the
harming penguin ontribution, whih an be used to distinguish it from other ontributions
suh as possible new physis from eletroweak penguin setor. Note that the urrent data
of S(KSKS) are not yet onlusive. The Babar and Belle ollaborations report [48, 49℄
S(KSKS) = −1.28+0.80+0.11−0.73−0.16 , C(KSKS) = −0.40± 0.41± 0.06(Babar)
S(KSKS) = −0.38± 0.77± 0.08 , C(KSKS) = +0.38± 0.38± 0.05(Belle) (33)
17
parameter Fit 3a Fit 3b Fit 4a Fit 4b
T 0.651 ± 0.035 0.713 ± 0.092 0.650 ± 0.035 0.708+0.077
−0.087
C 0.462 ± 0.043 0.419+0.079
−0.063 0.457 ± 0.043 0.415+0.081−0.064
δC −1.080 ± 0.135 −1.163 ± 0.199 −1.052 ± 0.127 −1.121 ± 0.188
P 0.124 ± 0.007 0.191 ± 0.095 0.124 ± 0.006 0.186+0.076
−0.067
δP −0.362 ± 0.043 −0.311 ± 0.116 −0.372 ± 0.044 −0.328 ± 0.121
PEW 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001
δPEW −0.439 ± 0.066 −0.413+0.073−0.081 −0.425 ± 0.061 −0.398+0.069−0.081
D 0(fixed) 0.067 ± 0.095 0(fixed) 0.062 ± 0.100
δD 0(fixed) −0.260 ± 0.363 0(fixed) −0.295 ± 0.388
χ2/dof 15.9/12 15.6/10 12.9/12 12.7/10
Table III: Hadroni parameters determined from global t to pipi, piK and KK. Fit.3a: t without
harming penguin. A SU(3) breaking fator fK/fpiis assoiated to tree diagrams. Fit3b: the same as
Fit.3a with harming penguin inluded. Fit4a: t without harming penguin. The SU(3) breaking
fator fK/fpiis assoiated to both tree and olor-suppressed tree diagrams. Fit4b: the same as
Fit4a with harming penguin inluded.
The Babar result for S(KSKS) favors a value outside physial region and has dierent sign
for C(KSKS). In the Fit.2-4, inluding the two free parameters D and δD only leads to
slight redution of the χ2min from 4.5 to 3.9 for Fit.1b (from 12.2 to 11.8 for Fit.4b). Thus
the harming penguin does not play an important role to improve the agreement with the
data. The best tted C/T remains large around 0.6. The harming penguin an not play a
signiant role in reduing the pipi puzzle.
We have heked the inuene of the measurement of S(pi0KS). Inluding this piee of
data leads to a big inrease of the χ2 but all the best tted parameters remain unhanged.
For instane, in the SU(3) breaking sheme of Fit.4b, we get χ2 = 17.7, C/T = 0.58± 0.12
and rD = 0.34
+0.36
−0.34. As mentioned before, a low S(pi
0KS) an hardly be aommodated
within the SM, and an be a signal of new physis. A possibility is that PEW arries a
large CP phase [35, 50, 51, 52℄. Some strategies for extrating new physis parameters are
disussed in Refs.[53, 54℄. On the other hand, the pipi and piK CP puzzle are more relevant
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Figure 6: χ2 as funtions of D. The solid, dashed, dotted and dot-dashed urves orrespond to
Fit.1b, 2b,3b and 4b respetively.
to the low energy hadroni dynamis and should be investigated separately.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
An equivalent way to see the harming penguin eets is to take Ptu as a free parameter
not equal to P and avoiding introduing the amplitudeD. A global t inluding Ptu was done
a few years ago whih favored a large dierene between Ptu and P , hene a large harming
penguin was implied [41℄. However, the data have been signiantly hanged over the years.
The main hanges in the data inlude i) a redued pipi puzzle from Rpipi = 0.83 ± 0.23
to the urrent value of 0.51 ± 0.08 ; ii) a redued but more preise value of S(pi+pi−) from
−0.70±0.30 to −0.61±0.08; iii) a more preise acp(pi+K−) from−0.09±0.03 to−0.097±0.01
and acp(pi
0K−) from 0.00 ± 0.12 to 0.05 ± 0.025. The updated data are moving towards a
muh stronger onstraints on the harming penguin. Our present onlusion is therefore
19
dierent from the previous one.
In onlusion, we have found strong onstraints to the harming penguins from its orre-
lated ontributions to B → pipi, piK and KK deay modes. These orrelations are illustrated
by adding the harming penguin amplitudes to these deay modes while assuming that
other hadroni amplitudes are short-distane dominated. The harming penguin ontribu-
tion has negative orrelations between Br(pi+pi−) and Br(pi0pi0), acp(pi
+pi−) and acp(pi
0pi0),
acp(pi
+K−) and acp(pi
0K¯0) respetively. Positive orrelations are found between acp(pi
+K−)
and acp(pi
−K¯0), acp(pi
0K¯0) and acp(pi
−K¯0). These orrelations are unique nature of the
harming penguin, and an be used to distinguish its ontribution from the others. Using
the latest data and assuming the approximate avor SU(3) symmetry, the size of harming
penguin is onstrained from a global t. The results favor a small
rD ≃ 0.3− 0.4 and δD ≃ δP .
whih makes it unlikely as a solution to the pipi puzzle. The olor-suppressed tree amplitude
remains large C/T ≃ 0.6. The time-dependent CP asymmetries in pi0pi0 and KSKS modes
are highly sensitive to the harming penguin. We have found that harming penguin leads
to a sizable S(KSKS) ≈ 0.3 while keep acp(K0K¯0) ompatible with zero.
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